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1. INTRODUCTION:       
When the Chalukyas of Badami had been involved in the establishment, their mentors, the Kadambas of Gopaka 

Dvipa were emerging as a regional power. The Chalukya ruler Kirtivarman was victorious against the ruling Nalas, 

Mauryas, and Kadambas. He was the first one among the Chalukyan rulers to do so. As Kirtivarma possibly had not in 

power beyond 568 AD, as per the Badami records of Mangalesh a datable to Saka era 500, integrated architectural and 

epigraphical evidence, stating the commencement of the creation of Badami caves comprising timeless embodiments of 

man and metaphysics…where nothing is held nobler than the love of natural truth,by late 6th CAD or early 7th CAD. 

When we observe these caves, “… we shall leap in to the metaphysical of things, and make-up our minds about 

materialism; we shall see, if we may, whether is a  function of matter, and whether choice, is the delusion of a transiently 

animated machine.” [2] 

  

2. IMPLICIT LITERARY CONTENT IN ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW: 

2.1. Genesis of the Chalukyan Cave Architecture: Structural Variants of Bhoja-Kadamba Legacy 

The early Chalukyan cavereplicate quite divergent features from the subsequent Chalukyan cave architecture. 

Here we observe well demarcated cornice, and schematically well designed prastara or entablature. It comprises an 

outer terrace, and an outer ardhamandapa. The shrine proper located within those two organs, consists of a pillared 

façade at the centre, which leads well towards the cella proper. Here we observe square, as well as rectangular types of 

cellas’ too.  A cluster of three caves along with a shrine cell beside on one end, and a small dormitory cell on the other 

end is chiseled-out of the lateritic trap prevalent in the region.Though the rock was highly inappropriate, friable, and 

gloomy looking, the Chalukyan artisans could produce much coherent lay-outs, and inner elevations, more significantly 

intrinsic architectural features pregnant with mystic symbolisms.Quite surprisingly, the pillars are 

unadorned,undistinguished and non-ornamental.  The monolithic, and integral Phallus pedestal is observable at all the 

three cave shrines.The detachable phallus is carved out of pumsila. It is harder thanthe typical schist (strisila) pedestal. 

In one of the caves, the shapes of the phallus are of solar disc, normal phallus, and spearhead types. They symbolize 

Siva in his divergent incarnations Arka, Isana, and Skanda.The solar disc phallus has an inscription, datable to late 6th 

CAD. The method of Phallus elevation itself is analogically similar to the Chalukyan phallus at Elephanta, and Ellora. 

“The fundamental pattern behind these beautiful complexities is very simple, evolving naturally from the primitive 

hollows or sacred place. The sacred numinous object stands within an enclosure, and a cell. The object is often a phallic 

emblem.; it can also be a sculptural image,either replacing an older more  primitive hallows, or ceremonially carved 

or cast, and dedicated as a new dwelling for the sacred.”[3] Hence it is doubtless to say that this cave was a combined 

venture of Bhojas and Kadambas. On the basis of evidences at hand, the historians of cave architecture have comfortably 

placed the evolution of Badami Cave No.3 between 568 AD and early 7th CAD. Having been inspired by the trend, the 

Kadamba rock-cut cave at Aravelam depicts the genesis of a cult associated with Phallus, Surya, and Kartikeya. A well 

sculpted image of Kartikeya at Biccolim, Goa is worshipped is adored by the carpenters’ as Vishwakarma. The image 

has two arms, with a heavy shakti or spear in the right, and with a Kukkuta tucked at its left hip by its left hand, datable 

to circa 650 AD. It is well evident from this that the Katikeya cult quite familiar ritualistically among the Chalukyans , 
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had its origin at the coastal Kadamba region, where the iconic (Biccolim) and aniconic (Aravelam) forms of Kartikaya 

evolved. 

 
3. ANALYSIS:  

BrahmanIcal Cave at Badami, Badami Taluka, Bijapur Dist. 

The Brahmanical caves at Badami are quite mystical and metaphysical in comparison to the other caves at Badami. 

Parameters Objective Details 

Nomenclature Brahmanical Caves at Badami, Badami Taluka, Bijapur Dist., Karnataka 

Patron  Western Chalukyas of Badami 

           Period  Circa 578 AD 

 Building Material  Rock excavations in to the sandstone cliff 

      Inscriptions  Inscription of Kirtivarman Chalukya datable to 578 AD (Saka 500) at Cave III 

reveals that he was the patron 

 However, the final touch to the cave was rendered by his brother Mangalesha 

Typical Features  There are Two-Jaina Caves, Two Saiva Caves, and One-Brahmanical 

Cave 

 The Vaishnavite Cave III depicts the earliest known and well systematized 

architectural formulae, and sculptural mannerisms datable to 6th CAD 

 The types of pillars, the details of garbhagriha, and amazingly large panel figures 

of the significant iconic elements are prominent 

 They constitute a link with the progressive contributions of the Chalukyas in the 

Brahmanical art at Ellora and Aiholi 

 Siva tandava of the Bhujataruvana type in chatura pose, Ardhanari, Kartikeya, 

Mahishasuramardhini of Saivite group, Trivikrama,, Narasimha, 

Bhuvaraha,Vaikunthanatha, and Harihara of the Vaishnavite and Syncretic types 

are indeed extraordinary sculptures  

Stylistic Affiliations Early Western Chalukyan Cave temples 

 

Rock-cut Cave shrines, Aravalam, Goa 

The cave shrines at Aravalam situated in Goa state are affiliated to Sambhapuravasi Saivite cult. They depict unique 

phallic emblem of rarest kind in Indian subcontinent. 

Parameters Objective Details 

Nomenclature Rock-cut Cave Shrines, Aravalam, Goa state 

Patron Probably the Bhojas, Mauryas, or Kadambas 

Period Later 6th CAD 

Building Material Latritic hillocks of the coast 

Inscriptions  A brief label engraved upon one of the phallic emblems of the cave shrine 

mentions ‘ Sambhapuravasi Ravi’ in late 6th century characters 

Typical Features  All the three caves are continuously excavated on to the one face of the cliff 

overlooking a stream following down below 

 The innermost organ of the triple shrines aremonolithic platforms in the 

cella in each case, and detachable phallic shafts of divergent varieties 

 The cave shrines assume significance due to aniconic symbolism latent in 

three different types of phallic emblems in the triple shrines.  

 Among them, one cave shrine has a recognizable solar disc on to the upper 

part of its shaft. Another one representsa spear head like terminal for its 

phallic emblem shaft 

 This represents the amalgamation of Surya, Kartikeya, and Siva in phallic 

emblem itself. It is only one of its kind in the whole country 

 A simple label inscription engraved upon the solar disc phallic emblem 

refers to a proper name ‘Ravi’ provides chronologicl context to the 

architectural creation. 

 This region was conquered by the Chalukyas of Badami during the period of 

Mangalesha  

Stylistic Affiliations Early Chalukya affiliated rock-cut caves probably of Kadamba, or Bhoja, or 

Maurya creations 
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 The subsequent growth of the Chalukyan Architecture could be deciphered in progressive phases in the entire 

Deccan. The cave architectural phase is observable at Badami, Aihole, Ravalaphadi,Elephanta,  Jogeshvari, and 

Bokerdhan. The initial structural architectural phase is visible at Aihole, Badami, Mahakuteshvara, and Pattadakal. 

Later, the very Chalukyan architecture was further elevated by the Rashtrakutas of Mulakheda. The preface of the 

Chalukyan architecture comprises characteristic platform, ornate doorframe, main naïve, and side aisles, plinth 

mouldings with topmost kapota, octagonal sikhara, hara even at the last talaThe Chalukyan superstructure is quite 

creative, and elaborate. Sukhanasa at ardhamandapa roof embedded in the superstructure was the original conception 

of the Chalukyas.  In reality, the Chalukyan sukhanasa or mahanasika is very commonly wealth identified at Nagara 

Rekha Prasadas and Dravida Vimanas. Having been evolved independently in gradual phases, the Chalukyan sukhanasa 

or mahanasika has virtually concretized a forward indulgent metamorh phicedifice organ. This very congiscent organ 

tends to constitute a rough and steady stylistic stratification.  The edifice maker understood well the age-old 

wisdom,”…History is the ground upon which the platform philosophy must stand, while it weaves all knowledge 

together for the enlightenment and betterment of human life.”[2] Introduction of a parapet wall of the haras along the 

edge of the mukhamandapa and mahamandapa roof is another contribution of the Chalukyas.  It is almost flat in Dravida 

styled edifices. At the Nagara Rekha variant, it assumes a clerestory in the central nave, and elevates itself taller than its 

slopy side roofs. It is only in the Chalukyan region, we observe, a real amalgamation of ‘northern’ and ‘southern’ 

architectural components, in essence common to both, evolving a local Chalukyan structure. Infact this occurred because 

the southern region couldn’t resist itself from amalga mating the northen architectural impulses crisscrossing across the 

territorial barriers. 

 

Ravalaphadi Caves, Aihole, Hunagund Taluka, Bijapur District 

     A typical specimen rock-cut cave at Ravalaphadi depicts the typical features of the very early Chalukyan cave 

architecture. 

Parameters Objective Details 

Nomenclature Ravalaphadi Caves, Aihole, Hunagund Taluka, Bijapur District, Karnataka 

Patron Western Chalukyas of Badami 

           Period 7th to 8th CAD 

 Building Material  Low isolated sandstone outcrop 

      Inscriptions None 

  Typical Features  Compare to Ellora, and Badami, a medium sized cave with an amalgam of Saivite 

and Vaishnavite amalgam  

 The entirety of the cave leans towards Saivism as it is in essence Siva shrine  

 Mahishasura Mardhini, Bhuvaraha, Harihara, Gangadhara, Saptamatras are sculpted 

at the back and front walls, and side chambers. The well carved side chambers face 

a common vestibule 

 The sanctum with monolithic phallus based on a platform has a water chute 

projection facing north, and with a socket depression cut on the floor beneath to 

receive abhisheka jala 

  Here all Saptamatras, and the centrally positioned Siva are in standing and  

       moving state on one hand, and portrayal of two ganas with Sankha, and  

padmanidhis at the front face of the cave on either side 

 Variants of idiomatic sculptures at the front mandapa, and side chambers of the cave 

are visible here 

Stylistic Affiliation Early Chalukyan Rock-cut Cave 

 

 Though the Chalukyan country was situated in the lower Deccan,the Chalukyan architecture very much 

influenced the neighborly eastern Chalukyan region. Due to these vital influential interactions, the Chalukyan 

architecture had much affinity with the prevalent southern styles in TamilNadu and Kerala.  Historically, almost all 

earliest experimentations in ‘Southern’and also ‘Northern’ or esoterically ‘Dravida’ and ‘Nagara’ styles, were brought 

in to being and flowered at the prime architectural pockets of the early Chalukyan region. At this context, it is quite right 

to conceptualize that Nagara, Dravida, and Vesara were essentially coined in southern India, and they didn’t essentially 

prevail over in diverse articulated geographical regions. It also means that the distinctly evolved Nagara, Dravida, and 

Vesara styles could establish their individual identities as masterly structural patterns during this period itself. 
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3. FINDINGS :  
Though, it is generally believed that the Chalukyan architecture is none else than a synthesis of ‘Northern’ and 

‘Southern’ architectural trends, intrinsically, it is continually Southern in its very stylistic ramifications. Divergent 

factors were consistently contributing towards the very evolution of a distinct indological aspect that was to last as long 

as the nature could. It is here that several among the Shilpa texts were composed.The earliest Chalukyan temples were 

Sandhara, and Nirandhara in form. Here, theNirandhara form is modified and adapted to suit the southern architecture. 

It is here we observe the very earliest instance of superstructure without hara in any of the talas at Upper Shivalaya, and 

hara in all the talas at Malegatti Shivalaya. Here, we observe octagonal, and square sikharas’. However, circular sikhara 

came in to being later. It is here, the apsidal model too was thoroughly concretized, as evident in Durga temple, Aihole. 

At this temple itself, unadorned Bhumi tiers, reciprocating a series of Kanthasand kapotas topped by amalaka, and at 

times karnamalakas on the last bhumi arose as a result of direct interaction with the Kadamba style of architecture. 

 

Malegatti Shivalaya, Aihole, Hunagund Taluka, Vijayapur District 

A typical structural temple at Aihole reveals the typical features of the Chalukyan structural architecture. 

Parameters Details 

Nomenclature Malegatti Shivalaya , Aihole,Hunagund Taluka, Vijayapur District 

Patron Western Chalukyas of Badami 

Period   Circa 625 AD 

Matetrial  Sandstone structural temple 

Inscriptions  A few short inscriptions of slightly later period 

Features  A very important Chalukyan structural temple of the earliest period 

 The structural elevation in triratha with parapet wall at the top of the ground tala in 

almost anarpitaor unattached form around the main vimana, and around the front 

mandapa too 

 The topmost talademonstrates the hara in three quarter relief with astasra griva, and 

sikhara of a rather loosely fiaanged door shape 

 The temple being nirandhara internally, carries massive pillars of square section, and 

carving of important panel sculptures at the niches at outer walls 

Styllistic 

Affiliation 

Early Chalukyan structural temple 

 

3.1. Features of the Chalukyan Temple Edifice:An Organic Synthesis of Symbolism with Mysticism; 

A typical Chalukyan temple comprises well elevated adhisthanatopped by a kapota over kantha. In case, the 

edifice being Nagara Rekha in style, the beams are projected in the central bhadra. In such contexts, a grilled 

ghanadvara, or gavakshais placed at the cardinal points of the outerwall of the sandhara unitin due integration with the 

main body. It has slopy and side roofs and flat central nave with clerestory, a sikhara with simple bhadraribbed 

janghadesigns, at times the extreme top ends up at amalaka, an intense recession on either side of the midrib between 

amalaka, and karnabhumis, a vyalawari restricting the course framework over the cornice, and below the sikhara proper, 

a sukhanasa or mahanasika at the front elevating to the level of bhumi, and complete with chaitya kudu, side wings 

cupsed, mukhapatti , shaktidhvaja, and simhalata. Here, the kudu at times depicts dancing Natesa. The interior of the 

shrine at the ceiling very much portrays Dikpala group. However, the doorframe of the cella is often ornate pancha-

sakha with Ganga, Yamuna, and Dvarapalas, Garuda at the lalata bimba, and an uttaranga of haras. Here the roof of 

the ardhamandapa in Nagara, and Dravida styles, is often flat at the middle part with no dome. The very roof of 

ardhamandapa porch is too flat, at somewhat elevated level. The roof pattern consists of flat side roofs with parapet 

branching off intokutas, salas, and panjaras all along constituting the lowest tala hara of the main vimana.The Badami 

Chalukyan architecture not only could create outstanding centres at Aihole, Mahakut, Badami, and Pattadkal in 

Karnataka, but at Alampur, Kudavalli, and Sangameshwara in Andhradesa aswell. These pheripheral zones at 

Andhradesa could naturally amalgamate the Eastern Architectural idioms. Likewise, the interior centers of 

Andhradesha-Mahnandi, Satyavolu, Biccavolu, and Pancharamas. 

 

Makuteshwara Group of Temples, Mahakuta, Badami Taluka, Bijapur Dist. 

There are several Chalukya temples at Mahakuta. They reveal the Chalukyan potential towards art and architecture. 

 

Parameters Objective Details 

Nomenclature Group of Temples at Makuteshwara, Badami Taluka, Bijapur Dist., Karnataka 

Patron Probably Chalukyas of Badami: Kirtivarma, Mangalesha, and Pulakeshi II 

Period Circa 575 AD to 800 AD 
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Material Sandstone structural temple 

Inscriptions  Makuteshwara temple pillar inscription datable to 601 AD- 602 AD of 

Mangalesha’s reign (Now at Bijapur Museum) 

 Inscription on the wall pilaster of the front mandapa of Mahakuteshwara temple, 

datable to the reign of Vijayaditya (BK., 157 OF 1928-29; IA, vol. X, p.104 

   Makuteshwara 

Group of Temples 

 The earliest erected structural temples of the Western Chalukyas 
 Among them Mahakuteshwara is the main temple situated at one end, and 

Mallikarjuna temple, and Sangameshwara temples are located at the other end 
 Mallikarjuna temple is a large sized temple almost like Mahakuteshwara temple, 

whereas Sangameshwara temple is of medium size 
 Apart from these three, there are nine more temples, lesser in size, and not so vital 

in characteristic features 

Makuteshwara 

Temple 

 Being the main temple at Mahakuta withthe Dravida Vimana of the Chalukyan 

mode is dvitala in character, and its hara is even carried on to the tala 

 At the corner of the octagonal griva, there are alpavimanas resembling the one 

found at Malegatii Shivalaya at Badami 

  The sandhara temple with a front nave and two side aisles in slopy roofs are 

divided in to three longitudinal bays 

 Mukhamandapa now at the front, appears to be built slightly later. The phallic 

emblem at the sanctum has very low oroprtions, and virtually no pindi at all 

 Sculptures of the dvarapalas and the others on to the niches correspond ing to the 

kutas and sals, and alternating with gavakshas decorate the exterior wall 

 The plinth is characterized by vedi frezeshowing the paneled sculpture portraying 

mythical lore in addition to bhutagana reliefs 

Mallikarjuna 

Temple 

 The temple resembles slightly Makuteshwara temple in its architectural features 

with dvitala sandhra Dravida Vimana of the Chalukyan order  

 Unlike Makuteshwara, it demonstrates the plinth features on the inner wall of the 

sanctum hall around the sandhara circuit 

 It is a Nagara Rekha Prasadawith amukhamandpa comprising kakshasana railings 

at the two sides, and turning towards the front 

 The exterior wall depicts offset niche sculpture of delicate order. They very much 

include ardhanari too. 

 The interior of the cella depicts a small phallic emblem placed on to the square 

platform 

 Apart from being a northern archetype, and sculpturally superb and also elegant, the 

temple demonstrates certain exquisite features: (i) Itsmaha nasika projects from the 

base part of the Rekha sikhara;(ii) The manner of provision of pranala opening in 

square or rectangular regular aperture well pierced in to the northern wall of the 

sanctum situated just below the base of the niche sculpture at this side. . It indicates 

a fairly early stage of the temple 

Stylistic Affiliation Early Chalukyan structural temples of the southern and northern types 

 

Navabrahma Temples, Alampura, Mehaboobnagar Dist., AndhraPradesh 

Navabrahma temples situated at Alampuraare often nomenclature as Vishwabrahma, Garuda brahma, Tarakabrahma, 

Balabrahma,Svargabrahma,Arkabrahma,Kumarabrahma, Virabrahma Temples. 

 

Parameters Objective Details 

Nomenclature Navabrahma Temples, Alampura, Mehaboobnagar Dist., AndhraPradesh 

Patron Obviously by the early Western Chalukya kings prior to Vijayaditya  

Period Circa 650 AD to 800 AD 

Building Material Pale brown sandstone 

Inscriptions  The inscription of Chalukya Vikramaditya refers to the construction of a 

prakarabandha by a local pontiff Isanacharya under the royal patronage 

(EI., Vol.Saka 635 corresponding to 713 AD) 

   Typical Features  A unique group of temples being an amalgamation of early Chalukyan structural 

style applied to Nagara Rekha Prasadas of both sandhara and nirandhara 

varieties. 
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 The interior contains a central nave with a clerestory and side aisles, with slopy 

roofs. 

 Where sandhara nave portrays bold plinth features around the sanctum wall and 

with niche sculptures in the bhadra projections 

 This arrangement is surrounded by the exterior wall covering the whole edifice; It 

provides the edifice ghanadvaras on three sides corresponding to the cardinal 

points of the sanctum hall.   

 It carries elaborately pierced screens, while rest of the front part of the wall carry 

elaborate carvings of divinities within niches surmounted by udgamas, and 

alternated between pilasters and recessions carrying sardulas, vidhyadharas, and 

mithunas, and alike at various levels. 

 Its architectural style is fairly cohesive in all the temple edificesboth on the 

exterior wall, and the interior portions in appearance, and the sculptural 

decoration excepting at Taraka Brahma- a temple of Dravida Vimana type with a 

mahanasika of prominent and broad character with its frontispiece of the usual 

Siva Tandava carving 

 Its superstructure is incomplete. However, it appears to have been a tritala 

structure 

 Among these edifices, Balabrahma edifice is the most elaborate with treble 

enclosures around the innermost sanctum of the northern and southern type 

respectively. On the otherhand, Kumarabrahma portrays a Nagara sikhara 

without sukhanasa 

Stylistic Affiliation Early Chalukyan structural temples of the southern and northern styles of a divergent 

mode.Probably, it represents the largest known group of Chalukyan temples at one 

location. It forms the meeting point of the traditional Western and Early Chalukyan 

empires. 

 

Rekha-nagara Prasada or Northern form of Karnataka portrays an affinity with Vimana style, especially in its 

interiors.  It depicts variations only at the exterior surface. In this context, the sukhanasa is often in slightly dropped 

state as found at Kumarabrahma temple at Alampur, and Sangameshwara temple at Kudavalli. The exterior walls of 

these temples portray Ghana dvara, or broader grill door at the cardinal points in consonance with the niches at the 

exterior wall of the sanctum sanctorum itself. There are pierced windows, and heavy beam projection motifs at the 

bhadras of manasutra. The anurathas disclosesthambha panjaras. These Andhra features are well observable even at 

Aihole aswell.The whole range of early Karnataka style with rekha nagara type, or southern vimana type consists of 

certain reorganized architectural patterns and innovations. However, there are hardly ever variations in lay-outs, or 

elevations found in these reorganized architectural patterns and innovations. 

 

3.2. Germination of the Rashtrakuta Tradition: Discernible Footprints of the Chalukya Art: 

It is evident that the very Rashtrakuta tradition in art and architecture is formulated out of the Chalukyan legacy 

identifiable at Pattadkal. It displays a tendency towards towards appropri ately projected sidewings of the mahamandapa 

elevated in the hara of the side and front porches, a separated nandi mandapa, a mahanasika being at front on to the 

sala unit fitted over the bhadra projection of the superstructure on the roof. It props-up a customary gopura dvara with 

a sala at the top of the parapet. The Rashtrakuta evolutionary trends in Nagara styledepict a more elongated udgama at 

the wall niches. As the elevated entablatures of each tala in such a manner that even if the temple is just two, or three 

talas, the well enhanced prastara provides it a strong physique. Infact, the Rashtrakuta iconography, if compared with 

the very Chalukyan, portrays little leaner in body contours, spirited in expressive values, and somewhat more 

sophisticated in its stance. The Rashtrakuta images embodied with cult icons actually reveal greater lenience towards 

cult amalgamation. ‘A highly crowded backgroundvegetal motif or human groups and emphasis of the main image in 

relation to the closely held weapon’ is one among the innovations of the Rashtrakuta figure sculpture. Asynthesis of the 

Chalukya-Rashtrakuta architectural norms and trends influenced the evolution of Kakatiya, Chalukya, Hoysala, 

Silahara, Western Ganga, and Telugu Choda architectural endeavors with firm affiliation to the southern norm. The 

southern style has often been deconstructed in the following manner to indicate its general features. 

 

Diagnostic Elements of the Southern Style of Architecture 

 

Prominent Features Objective Details 

Sikhara The uppermost organ upon the griva and below the stupi 
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Vinayasutra Lineal thread line along the side of the temple plinth with recession coming 

within it 

Axial additions of roof   

to the shrine proper 

Althrough flat 

  Elevated axial additions In all contexts, probably closed wall with small Gavaksha windows 

Pranala At the exterior wall of the garbha griha in reciprocity with phallic emblem 

and orientation of the temple itself 

Manasutra Vertical plumbline of the cornice in reciprocity with he plinth line 

Vritta Ceiling of the temple component. Always plain and featureless depicting 

transverse roof slabs 

Gopura Dwara Directly aligned with the main orientation of the temple or with the all cardinal 

points 

Dhvajasthambha Situated outside mukhamandapa at the open court. Quite nearer to…lying 

outside the balipitha 

Mahanasika Sukhansa… Very rarely present 

Superstructure above the 

cella 

In storeyed form. Either of arpita or anarpita kind of hara at each and every 

storey level 

Jagati A broad plinth terrace. Infact doesn’t exist. However, an optional upapitha of 

the same dimensions as the adhishthana present in some instances 

Prakara wall  Essentially present 

Nandi With or without a mandapa in Saiva temples 

Phallus Emblem Platform  Mainly square, octagonal, and circular 

Toranas Primarily in relief as bhitti toranas. Seldom freestanding as tulabhara toranas 

Cella Door Frame Invariably very plain, and unpretentious 

Deity or Image Main image placed at the deity hall is of stone, wood or stucco 

Dvarapalas Essentially large sized 

Subsidiary shrines (a) Saiva Shrines: Ashta Parivara …Eight, or Sixteen or Thirty-Two in 

number around the main shrine 

(b) Vaishnava Shrines: Vyuha or Strategic type 

Utsavabhera Essentially present and practiced 

Pushkarani Temple tank essentially present 

Durga Shrine Independently dedicate until 11th CAD. Later, as a shrine within the prakara  

Diety Hall  Generally, nirandhara. Some times sandhara 

 

4. CONCLUSION: 

It is true that the diagnostic elements reflected here above, were coined and implanted in the Chalukya–

Rashtrakuta region itself. However, it is also true that these key architectural elements in course of time reached distant 

regions of the subcontinent and eventually got synthesized with the local architectural modes and patterns. Thus, it 

assisted Hinduism to have its “...final form largely as a result of the Dravidian South” [1]. And very much “…here, on 

the basis of indigenous cults fertilized by divergent influences, theistic schools had arisen, characterized by intense 

ecstatic piety” [1] 
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